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Abstract: Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are complex and sophisticated attacks. Their main aim is to obtain unauthorized access to financial and corporate data. As such, it is essential to devise and improve monitoring and defense strategies. This study is intended to analyze various defense methodologies proposed by numerous experts to find a possible solution.
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Introduction

The term Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) is intended to describe an attacker or a group of attackers and their motivations. Attackers make use of a wide variety of specialized techniques and tools, among which are spear-phishing Trend Labs (2021) and email spoofing Mistry et al. (2019). There is no practical solution against APTs, as the attackers are persistent and use numerous advanced methods to achieve their purposes.

Protection against this type of attack is essentially based on a combination of different kinds of technologies. The main goal in the defense against APTs is to find several suitable solutions that manage to detect and provide information on the techniques used and the attackers Trend (2013). Attackers quickly obtain all the specific data on their targets and which systems to use to help them achieve their ends. Information can be effectively conveyed through forums or via social engineering. However, along with this data collection, different methodologies are employed to avoid being detected. As such, backdoors are left in place to create open access windows and thus maintaining persistence Fireeye et al. (2019). A range of intrusion techniques and a combination of several specific methodologies is employed. Some of the attackers have the technology and knowledge to create their tools and malware. Unlike malware, APTs require human involvement. The attacks are complex, well-coordinated, financed and with a specific purpose. This study is intended to analyze the motivation and the different steps present in attacks to reach a possible solution for detection and defense against APTs. Nevertheless, it's worth considering that the protection against these threats is highly complex. This is because of their ongoing evolution and their constant monitoring of vulnerabilities present in their targets' systems.

According to Daly (2009), access to financial, corporate and defense data has been one of the main goals of APTs. As such, strategies based on layers of defense and subsystem segmentation are devised Daly (2009).

According to Symantec (2011), although APT is always a targeted attack, not all targeted attacks are APTs. Therefore, the best defense method against them consists of good general preparation against this type of threat Symantec (2011).

According to Solutionary (2012), APT changes its attack tactics in case its target modifies its defenses, which makes its detection even more complicated Solutionary (2012).

According to John (2017), APT has become one of the most severe and dangerous attacks in recent times. However, given technology development, machine learning has become an analysis and monitoring solution to aid APTs detection John (2017).

According to Siddiqi, Siddiqi et al. (2017), security and privacy have become critical factors for organizations. Due to the fast sophistication of cloaking techniques, minor glitches can result in tragedies, especially in an increasingly digital world. On the other hand, the defense in depth method can protect the system itself and provide crucial information on the attacker Siddiqi et al. (2017).

According to Li et al. (2018a), defense against APTs can be quantified and modeled to ensure control and systems optimization. Control theory aims to solve optimization problems that are subject to a set of dynamic constraints Li et al. (2018b).

According to Nie et al. (2019), defense against APTs within a system can be accomplished based on physical and logical resources that contain potential vulnerabilities and backdoors Nie et al. (2019).
According to Li et al. (2018a), an APT’s incubation period may reach five or more years. Therefore, the initial analysis of each attack focuses on collecting data on defense systems and evaluating protection tools Li et al. (2018b).

According to Khan (2020), defense solutions are based on understanding the motivation behind APTs attacks, given that traditional security methods are easily circumvented by them Khan (2020).

According to Abdullayeva (2021), APTs use the flaws present in various applications and systems to remain anonymous for as long as possible. Attack detection is highly complex if the intrusion occurs in a dynamic infrastructure such as the cloud. Methods based on simple and deep neural networks aim to detect cyber-attacks better, targeting individuals and systems Abdullayeva (2021).

**Advanced Persistent Threats**

**Concept**

APT effectively compromissys its targets by applying various techniques, including malware, phishing, spam, Microsoft SQL injection and spyware Symantec (2011), Minds-Distri Net and Leuven (2014). Today, conventional security defenses are no longer enough, as attackers avoid the various forms of detection and remain hidden for long periods. This method allows collecting essential data in the long and medium-term and contributes to its persistence. Moreover, unlike the usual cyberattacks, APTs can go back into previously exploited systems to collect additional data on them Mandiant (2010).

**Players and Targets**

APT is one of the most sophisticated attacks, requiring vast knowledge and a strong sense of organization. The noticeable characteristics present in invaders, also known as players, are their strong sense of structure, as they are usually a group of individuals who are experts in different fields Minds-Distri Net and Leuven (2014). APT’s players can either belong to a military or government cyber group or be professionals hired through private companies Chen et al. (2014). The main targets are industries, organizations, or companies with a particular intellectual value, such as telecom operators, high-tech sectors, mass media and government institutions Kaspersky (2013).

**Attack**

Although attacks are based on a concept divided into phases that remain identical for them, an attack is still unique. It differs because of the set of tools and techniques employed in its execution. Its planning is meticulously laid out and involves numerous steps, elaborated in a structured and refined manner.

Players attack their victims anonymously and persistently. Its discretion allows it to adopt new methods and improve its techniques. However, their interaction is minimal and only done in specific cases, namely for achieving certain goals to minimize the chances of detection. With innovation and advances in technology, numerous APTs use a code snippet that takes advantage of a system's vulnerabilities, referred to as zero-day Vaisla and Saini (2014). This exploit enables higher success rates as it avoids encryption and signature-based detection Chen et al. (2014). However, the lack of awareness campaigns on cybersecurity issues causes a huge weakness within organizations. Because of this, the injection of malware into both emails and websites (spear-phishing) continues to be one of the strategies used by invaders.

However, the influx of APTs in recent times has caused new strategic plans to be drawn up. Countless technology companies have begun to train their employees. As a result of such acts, APT players have updated their methods. The initial injection is now done not in emails but the victims’ websites (watering-hole) Alshamrani et al. (2019). Once access credentials are compromised, the attackers gain access to the victim's system and send corporate emails with embedded malware. The spread results in the creation of several opportunities for the invaders. Nevertheless, this type of method only works if the system's antivirus or firewall does not previously detect it.

**The Stages of an APT**

Although the main targets are government organizations or institutions, the initial focus is primarily on internal employees who work daily with sensitive data crucial to the attack. Because most employees do not assume that there is a possibility of becoming a victim of an APT, the desired information is efficiently and effectively obtained through social engineering, phishing, or social networking.

There are several approaches related to the number of stages in an attack. However, according to Inspirisys, there are seven essential steps present in most incidents Inspirisys (2020), Fig. 1.

The first stage is responsible for collecting valuable data through vulnerable targets. Here methods such as social engineering, spear-phishing and occasionally port scanning are used to obtain access information. The second, third and fourth steps focus on exploiting the vulnerabilities found in the previous point. Next, the attacker prepares malware with the purpose of infiltrating inside the victim's system. The means of delivery varies from cloud, web, email, or pen. The execution is triggered should the target fall into the trap. The last steps compromise their target entirely; after successful access, a connection is created to collect confidential data. This window may remain open for weeks, months, or even years Inspirisys (2020).
APT Detection Techniques

Machine Learning and Deep Learning

Due to the sharp growth of cyber-attacks in recent times, detection is one of the most critical factors in securing and protecting a system. According to Cho and Nam (2019), the detection algorithm should be efficient and support the analysis of large blocks of data. There are two types of approaches, signature-based detection and behavior-based detection. However, the first method’s effectiveness is much reduced compared to the second method, as the latter allows more significant results to be obtained through code pattern analysis Cho and Nam (2019).

Nowadays, modern techniques use machine learning algorithms and include detecting anomalies both in the network and across the entire length of the traffic. According to Joloudari et al. (2020), deep learning is one of the most powerful methods as it allows for more significant analysis accuracy by automatically gathering an attack’s key features. The six-layer deep learning model is one of the most specific, with an accuracy rate of 98.85% Bhardwaj and Wei (2018), Table 1.

The six-layer model selects and collects hidden features in the layers of the neural network. The validation is cross-validated and performed about ten times, along with a non-linear activation function that determines the activity of the neurons present in the layers. This is possible due to the Maxout function, which selects the maximum coordinates of the vector responsible for the network input. The output activity is the reverse process and is driven through the Soft max function Bhardwaj and Wei (2018).

An APT can take days, months, or years to be detected. As a result, countless organizations make use of an intrusion detection system. This system reconstructs different scenarios based on the correlation of alerts throughout an attack’s life cycle. Markov’s static model aids system protection by detecting the stages of an APT. It makes use of a strategy for representing distributed probabilities over sequences Ghafir et al. (2019).

Detection Tools

There are numerous detection tools and most use a combination of artificial intelligence and machine learning. Although they are applied for the same purpose, they have different characteristics and goals. Therefore, although organizations are increasingly relying on these solutions, it is crucial to analyze them for a broader perception:

a) User and Entity Behaviour Analytics (UEBA). The UEBA tool Maayan (2020), allows detection of most attacks by creating a behavioral database
b) Solar Winds Security Event Manager (SEM). It allows simplifying the protection process by using a system of filters and correlation rules. Monitoring is performed through centralized logs Solar Winds (2021). Cynet Deception Technology. Deception is a widely used strategy by security professionals, both in offensive and defensive tactics. This method’s primary purpose is to deceive the attacker into believing that he is collecting sensitive data (credentials, access points, connections). If the attacker takes the bait, an alert is created containing the attacker’s IP address Cynet et al. (2021)

### APT Defense Methodologies

APTs’ persistence and complexity are two critical factors to consider, especially when designing and planning a cybersecurity system. Nonetheless, it must be noted that traditional defenses are not fully effective against this type of threat. Hence, they only delay the first phase responsible for access. Players eventually manage to carry out the attack, so it is crucial to adopt new protection strategies with a more comprehensive and efficient methodology.

According to Alshamrani et al. (2019), defense methodologies are classified into three major groups: Monitoring, detection and mitigation. Each contains essential factors in reducing possible unwanted access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification models</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>FNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive bays</td>
<td>88.37</td>
<td>87.12</td>
<td>89.53</td>
<td>88.54</td>
<td>87.82</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>12.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree of C 5.0</td>
<td>95.64</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>97.44</td>
<td>98.15</td>
<td>95.39</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-layer deep learning</td>
<td>98.85</td>
<td>98.89</td>
<td>98.87</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>95.84</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Detection model classification

**Fig. 1:** The seven stages of an APT attack
Monitoring Methodology

Although it’s a trivial and straightforward process, it provides more excellent stability, protection and security. Firewall- or antivirus-based monitoring can be carried out on various parts of the system. If necessary, it is possible to apply patches minimizing access and fixing vulnerabilities. Monitoring Central Processing Unit (CPU) usage is also essential, as suspicious behavior can be found. For example, some types of malware do not use files as support but rather, the processes embedded in memory Alshamrani et al. (2019). This type of attack leaves no trace, as it only affects its usage values. Because of that, it’s crucial to analyze not only the CPU but also the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).

Packet and log analysis are essential. In comparison, the first one can identify new destination addresses, suspicious shipments, or varying packet sizes. Monitoring memory, system and execution logs help detect attacks in their early stages and obtain important information about the attack and the attacker.

Detection Methodologies

Detection must evolve as intrusion attempts increase. To do so, it’s essential to apply different types of irregularity categories (static, neural networks, machine learning) Hodge and Austin et al. (2004). Anomaly detection helps to identify APTs with a long to medium-term permanence. However, this alone is not enough.

According to Kim et al. (2015), irregularities detection can be achieved through two essential steps. The first is responsible for making rules and behavior patterns based on data obtained through machine learning, decision trees and statistical data. The second step is centered on comparing the previously structured regulations and the behavior of a given system. Equating allows you to define whether the behavior is normal or unusual Kim et al. (2015).

Mitigation Methodologies

Mitigating an APT can be accomplished through reactive methods, which identify possible paths and scenarios based on the vulnerabilities present at a given time. It can also be achieved by analyzing graphs containing specific metrics for detecting attacks and identifying possible paths. Furthermore, the mitigation methodology can predict the costs and investment returns associated with a given episode. Along with this benefit, it allows for the presumption of critical regions and the level of their severity Alshamrani et al. (2019).

Unlike the reactive method, the proactive strategy mitigates attacks based on deception. The main goal of this methodology is to trick the intruder into changing its surface. Honeypots Alshamrani et al. (2019), are among the most widely used methods and allow essential data about the perpetrators and their tactics to be extracted.

Defense in Depth

In-depth defense, also known as defense-in-depth, is a multi-layered methodological approach. It is aimed at protecting a network through a set of mechanisms. Should any of this fail, it is quickly replaced by another. This concept not only protects the system but also returns essential information on the attack. The multilayer strategy applies the appropriate protection method according to the layer type (PJCIS, 2016), Table 2.

According to McGuiness (2021), the defense in depth method comprises perimeter defenses, intrusion detection tools, employee awareness and defining strong credential combinations McGuiness (2021). Adequate protection allows you to make the first stage of access more difficult and reduce privilege escalation if credentials are compromised. Additionally, screenings are performed to verify the authors of each process. Finally, even if there is penetration and compromise of data, the defense in depth method allows a comprehensive recovery and screening method to be applied.

It can be observed that the strategies applied to various elements are almost identical to the techniques of an APT attack. For it uses a set of complex and sophisticated methodologies (PJCIS, 2016), Table 3.

Although it is one of the most accurate methods, it is still not entirely effective against the complexity and sophistication of APTs as attackers use the defense methodologies as a knowledge base for developing their attacks.

Table 2: Defense methods according to the different layers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Defense methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity and access</td>
<td>Identity and access management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical and enviroental</td>
<td>Physical and environmental security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. intrusion detection and prevention system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VOIP security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. network segmentation and firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>4. Web and mail content inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. secure remote access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. data encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Network access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>operating system security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data base</td>
<td>Database security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Defense methods according to the different layers
Table 3: Strategic elements of in-depth defense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk management program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical security</td>
<td>1. Field electronics locked down</td>
<td>2. Control center access controls</td>
<td>3. Remote site video, access control, barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host security</td>
<td>1. Patch and vulnerability Management</td>
<td>2. Field devices</td>
<td>3. Virtual machines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

While there is no completely effective solution against APTs, numerous defense strategies could mitigate the initial stages of an attack. Furthermore, the analysis of methodologies proposed by several authors, experts in the field allowed the perception of distinct methods. These methods, combined with others, could complement and raise the detection rate.

Combining specific detection tools with modern defense methodologies can prevent some of the early stages of an attack or identify evidence of the attack at later stages. Nevertheless, even if the defined strategy is not fully effective, it may contribute to monitoring possible attacks.

In short, current defenses are not yet thoroughly studied or equipped against APTs, due to its constant evolution and adoption of new strategies in the face of new defenses devised by organizations. Thus, protection is still one of the most important and coveted research topics in recent times.
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